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Abstract: For a main propulsion system of small satellite or precise attitude control of
various size satellites, a miniaturized microwave ion thruster with 1.6 cm beam diameter
grid system was fabricated based on HAYABUSA ~tl0 neutralizer. The hole diameter of its
screen grid and acceleration grid is 0.72mm and 0.43mm, respectively, and the total number
of grid holes is 211. Through the thruster design and experiments, it was evaluated that the
typical thruster performance was the thrust of 0.34mN, the thrust/power ratio of 16mN/kW,
the propellant utilization efficiency of 68% and the specific impulse of 3,200s. Judging from
the comparison with the other small thruster performance, it was estimated that this
thruster can be a candidate for the small thruster.

I.

Introduction

F

or a main propulsion system of small satellite or precise attitude control of various size satellites, in these
days, there is a growing demand for the development of small space propulsion system with micro- or milinewton thrust. Since pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) 1 and field emission electric propulsion (FEEP) 2 have small
volume and small thrust, the development have been energetic maintained as the candidates of small propulsion
system. However, these small thrusters have a limited range of specific impulse; 500-1500s or around 5000s. In
other words, these small thrusters have no range of 1500-4000s specific impulse. Although the appropriate specific
impulse is determined from the mission and satellite size, it is likely that the small thruster with 1500-4000s specific
impulse is worth developing. Since the conventional ion thruster has the typical specific impulse of 1500-4000s,
miniature ion thruster with the small thrust is an attractive candidate of the small thruster. Accordingly, Yashko et al.
and Wirz et al. have studied on the thruster with direct current discharge plasma production since 1990s 3-4.
However, it is considered that the miniature ion thruster has two main problems as a small thruster. The one is
high ion production cost due to its surface/volume ratio of discharge chamber, and another one is low thrust/weight
ratio due to its complicated thruster operation system; power supplies and propellant feed system. It is likely that
these problems negate the attractive properties as a small thruster.
Thus, in this study, a grid system with high hole number density and microwave discharge is proposed. The
former is for the improvement of beam extraction, and the latter is for the simplification of the discharge power
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supply system. Moreover, the same 1.6cm diameter microwave cavity of the neutralizer of HAYABUSA microwave
ion thruster is proposed for the small microwave discharge chamber. This is because that the 18,000h endurance test
qualification of HAYABUSA gl 0 ion thruster implies the long durability of this miniature ion thruster potentially s.
The objective of this paper is the evaluation of miniature ion thruster performance as small thruster system
through the following:
(1) Fabrication of a miniature ion thruster based on the neutralizer of HAYABUSA microwave ion thruster,
(2) Estimation of the measurement accuracy,
(3) Evaluation of the miniature ion thruster performance,
and
(4) Evaluation of the usefulness as the small thruster system.

II.

Thruster Design

A. Ion Extraction (Grid System)
Since ion beam extraction is strongly influenced by space charge iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
limitation, the optimized ion beam current per hole is determined from
its geometric parameters and applied electric potential. This follows that
the total number of grid holes dominates the total ion beam current, that
is, the thruster performance. Thus, the MINIT requires the grid system
with high hole number density due to its small beam diameter, in order
to prevent from the performance degradation with the miniaturization.
The photograph of the M1NIT grid system is shown in Fig. 1. In
addition, the geometric parameters of this grid system are summarized
in Table 1. This geometric design was determined from numerical
analysis using of the OPT code 6 and the igx code 7. The aperture ratio of
Figure 1 MINIT grid system
its screen grid and acceleration grid is approximately 50% and 18%,
respectively, and the total hole number is
211. The hole number density of this grid
Table 1 Grid geometry
system is approximately twice as high as
thick.
diam.
P.C.D.
gap
ap. ratio
pot.
that of the conventional ion thruster. The
grid
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[%]
[V]
holes on the grids were made with chemical
[mml
0.72
50
1500
etching method. The grid system is screen
0.20
0.43 0.97 0.25 18 -200
composed of two stainless steel grids, a accel.
0.30
mica sheet with 0.25mm thickness and six
alumina ceramics screws. This mica sheet
and ceramics screws are set for the electric isolation and grid suspension.
B. Ion Production (Discharge Chamber)
As mentioned above, the discharge chamber design of the
M1NIT is based on the neutralizer of HAYABUSA microwave
ion thruster. Figure 2 indicates the cross section of M1NIT. The
discharge chamber is composed of Sm-Co permanent magnets,
cylindrical iron yoke. The microwave power is supplied to the
discharge chamber with an antenna through a DC block. The
frequency of microwave is 4.25GHz, and the input power and
return power is measured by power meter.

Magnet (SmCo)
I~'~/~/iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Screw

2~lt~)n~/~7~

Gas

C. Thruster System
Figure 3 shows a whole view of the MINIT system. For
prevention from the crosslink between the MINIT body and the
neutralizer, a stainless steel shield case is set around the thruster.
The propellant, xenon, is supplied through a gas isolator.

I

Port ~/'/~

~.~-. Ac(Steel)
~ ~ Spacer

Figure 2 Cross section of MINIT
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Although a miniature ion thruster requires a miniature neutralizer,
it may be difficult to make a miniature neutralizer with conventional
plasma discharge. In this study, as the first stage, a pure tungsten wire
with diameter of 0.05mm is set and operated at the downstream of
MINIT system as the neutralizer.
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III.

Experimental Procedure and Apparatus
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A. Flow Rate Calibration

The MINIT is to be operated with the propellant flow rate of 0.050.15sccm that is lower than that of the conventional ion thruster. Since
the flow rate controller with sufficient accuracy in the flow rate range
Figure 3 MINIT system
was unobtainable, in this study, the conventional flow rate controller
with the full scall of 1.0sccm is used with the calibration scale. This calibration scale is statistically calculated from
the temporal changes in the propellant tank pressure, the blow-down method, against various flow rate.

B. Apparatus and Facilities
The schematic of electric circuit for this experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The screen grid is electrically connected
to the discharge chamber (thruster body). It was confirmed that each electric parts (grids, neutralizer, shield case) are
sufficiently isolated. As shown in this figure, the current of screen grid, acceleration grid, shield case, neutralizer
electron and return is measured respectively for the confirmation of precision (Kirchhoffs law). The filament
neutralizer is operated to evaluate the ion extraction of grid system.
The schematic of experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The distance between the ion thruster and the target wall is
approximately 2.5m. The vacuum pressure is approximately 0.2mPa when the xenon flow rate was 0.08sccm. It is
likely that the particles sputtered by high-energy beam ion do not affect the thruster because the distance and
geometric angle. The thruster and its ion beam can be observed from the near side and downstream through the view
port.

C. Experiments
The MINIT is operated at various conditions: the propellant flow rate of 0.06-0.13sccm, the microwave power
of 4-18W, the screen grid potential of 0-1,500V, the acceleration grid potential of 0-200V. The filament neutralizer
is operated at electron excessive condition that the neutralizer current is higher than that of ion beam current. The
reflected microwave power, the currents of screen grid, acceleration grid, shield case and neutralizer are
simultaneously measured. The thruster performance is determined by the calibrated data.
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Figure 4 Electric circuit

Figure 5 Schematic of experiment
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IV.

Results and D i s c u s s i o n

A. Measurement Accuracy
The calibration scale and the error rates are summarized in
Table 2. As shown in this table, it is confirmed that the net
propellant flow rate is higher than the set flow rate in the operation
range, and the error rate is increasing with decreasing flow rate.
The following data on account of the flow rate are calibrated with
this scale. Moreover, it is also confirmed that the currents,
voltages and microwave power were measured/set with
insignificant error.
In addition, it was also verified that each grid was
manufactured and located within slight error (up to 0.05mm).
Since the reproducible experimental results were obtained, it is likely
that the locational error of grid system was little influenced to the ion
beam extraction.

Table 2 Calibration scale and error rate
error ratio

average

flow rate (0.08sccm)

+8.0% ~ +16%

0.090sccm

flow rate (0.10sccm)

+2.8% ~ +11%

0.108sccm

flow rate (0.12sccm)

+5.9% ~ +11%

0.127sccm

currents

< 0.3%

microwave power

-3% ~ +3%

B. Ion Beam Extraction
Figure 6 shows the observed ion beam on typical thruster
operation. Figure 7 shows the grid currents against the screen grid
potential when the acceleration grid potential was set o n - 2 0 0 V .
Since the flow-in/out current of shield current was little confirmed, it
is clear that the discharge between the discharge chamber and the
neutralizer through the shield case did not occur. This figure shows
Figure 6 lon beam
that the screen grid current is almost equal to the acceleration grid
current when the screen grid potential was not applied, the acceleration grid current decreases as the screen grid
potential increases, and the current was little against over 500V screen grid potential. In case of 1,500V screen grid
potential, the acceleration grid current is approximately 0.7% of the screen grid current. Moreover, this figure
indicates that the screen grid current is almost proportional to the 1.5th power of net acceleration voltage. It is likely
that the ion extraction obeys a space charge limitation.
Figure 8 shows the screen grid current against the acceleration grid potential when the screen grid potential was
set on 1,000V. As shown in this figure, the screen grid current decreases as acceleration grid potential increases
without neutralizer operation, on the other hand, the screen grid current rapidly increases over -30V acceleration
grid potential with neutralizer operation. Since it was obvious the difference between the currents increases
exponentially, it seems that the difference current implies the electrons emitted from the neutralizer with
Maxwellian energy distribution. The electron temperature calculated from this assumption is approximately 3.TeV.
Judging from this difference current and the igx analysis, it is clear that the acceleration grid potential repels the
neutralizer electrons in case of-2OOV acceleration grid potential.
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In addition, it was confirmed that the electrical isolation between grids was kept, and the erosion on grid hole
was little. This implies that the grid isolator made of mica and the suspension made of alumina ceramics functions
fairly. Judging from the above, it seems that the MINIT grid system with high hole number density can extract ion
beam from the discharge plasma with appropriate optics.
C. Thruster Performance
Figure 9 shows the ion production cost and the propellant utilization efficiency against the calibrated propellant
flow rate at 12W input microwave power. It was confirmed that the reflected microwave power was approximately
10% of the input microwave power. This figure indicates that the propellant flow rate at the maximum propellant
utilization efficiency is different from that at the minimum ion production cost. It seems that this difference causes
the high ion production cost of a few thousand W/A, and the tuning of microwave discharge is necessary for the
improvement of thruster performance. Figure 10 shows the ion production cost against the propellant utilization
efficiency. This implies that the maximum propellant utilization efficiency of M1NIT is approximately 80%.
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Figure 9 Effect on flow rate
The typical thruster performance of MINIT and
HAYABUSA g l0 ion thruster is summarized in Table 3. The
thruster performance is calculated with the input microwave
power and the calibrated propellant flow rate. As shown in this
table, it is obvious that the beam current density of MINIT is
approximately 1.65 times as high as that of gl 0 ion thruster. In
spite of its small discharge chamber, it was confirmed that the
thrust performance of MINIT is the propellant utilization
efficiency of 68%, the specific impulse of 3,200s and the
thrust/power ratio of 16mN/kW that is a little lower than that of
g l0 ion thruster. It is likely that the grid system with
approximately twice high hole number density gives birth to the
high beam current density, that is, the improvement of the
thruster performance.
D. System Estimation
Table 4 shows the component list of M1NIT as a
small propulsion system. The weight of component was
estimated from the thruster performance ratio of M1NIT
and ~tl0 and the actually weight of ~tl05. This estimation
includes the electric consumption power and propellant
flow rate required for the neutralizer operation. The
weight of harness and chassis is included in the pertinent
component weight. In this estimation, it is assumed that

u

50

Table 3 Thruster performance
Performance

~tl 0

Beam Diameter

cm

Net Ac. V o l t a g e

V

Beam Current

MINIT

ratio
0.15

10.5

1.6

1,500

1,500

1.00

mA

140

5.3

0.04

0.4

0.66

1.65

8

0.34

0.04

Beam C. Density

mA/cm 2

Thrust

mN

Ion P. Cost

W/A

240

2,400

10.0

Prop. U. Eft.

-

87%

68%

0.78

Specfic Impulse

s

3,200*

3,200

1.00

Thrust/Power

mN/kW

23 *

16

0.70

*" with Neut. Operation

Table 4 Component list
Component

Mass [kg] cf.

Microwave Power Spl.

1.5

12W, 4.2GHz, Osc., Cpl. Box

DC Power Spl.

0.5

8W, Neut. P. Spl.

Propellant Spl.

1.0

MFC, Div., Prop. Tank

Ion Engine

0.5

Thruster, Neutralizer

Control System

0.5

Monitor and Control

Total

4.0

Harness Inc. in Components
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the propellant supply system adopts the light weight propellant flow controller based on MEMS technology reported
by Cardin and OstapS.
As shown in this table, it is estimated that the total dry weight of MINIT system is approximately 4kg.
Calculating from the above thruster performance, it is also estimated that MINIT requires the propellant weight of
approximately 0.32kg for 1,000Ns impulse generation. While the PPT installed to NASA EO-1 which has total wet
weight of 4.95kg can generate total impulse of 460kNs 1, the MINIT system with the same weight can generate total
impulse of approximately 3,000Ns. The propulsion system with the total impulse of 3,000Ns can keep the 50cm
cubic satellite on the 400km altitude orbit for over 7years. Accordingly, it is likely that the MINIT system can have
an attractive performance as a small propulsion system.
Although this research has derived the above result in this paper, it has avoided the discussion to the problem:
the difficulty of development and fabrication of the miniature neutralizer. This is because that the electron
production cost of miniature neutralizer is to be higher than the conventional neutralizer due to the small discharge
chamber, and its high cost is to degrade the thruster performance of MINIT system. Since it may be difficult to make
a miniature neutralizer with conventional plasma discharge, it seems that the other type neutralizer is necessary. This
problem can not be avoided for the establishment of MINIT system. In this paper, a field emission array (FEA) can
emit electrons without plasma is proposed for the neutralizer of MINIT system. It is reported by Kitamura et al. 9 that
they conformed their FEA has high electron current density and long durability. Since the FEA does not requires the
working gas for the electron production, it seems that the FEA is to be an attractive miniature neutralizer.
As mentioned the above, the MINIT system adopts the electron source of HAYABUSA ~tl 0 ion thruster as an
ion source. Therefore, the more detailed investigation and discussion is necessary on account of its durability even if
the g 10 ion thruster qualified the 18,000h endurance test and actually use in the space. Kim et al. reported that their
microwave engine that the discharge type is similar to that of the MINIT qualified long endurance test 1°. Although
this can not prove the durability of MINIT directly, it seems that these associate with the durability of MINIT.
Although the more detailed investigation is required, this estimation implies that the MINIT system can be an
attractive candidate for the small propulsion, likewise with the PPT and FEEP, potentially.

V.

Conclusion

Through the fabrication and experimental investigation of miniature ion thruster based on the neutralizer of
HAYABUSA ~tl 0 ion thruster (MINIT), the follows have been obtained.
(1) High hole number density grid system improves thruster performance of miniature ion thruster,
(2) Plasma production improvement and miniature neutralizer development are required for actual use in space,
(3) MINIT system is promising small propulsion, likewise with the PPT and FEEP, potentially.
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